Guide filter-based gradient vector flow module for infrared image segmentation.
Infrared image segmentation is a challenging topic since infrared images are characterized by high noise, low contrast, and weak edges. Active contour models, especially gradient vector flow (GVF), have better segmentation performance for clear images. However, the GVF model has the drawbacks of sensitivity to noise and adaptability of the parameters, decreasing the effect of infrared image segmentation significantly. To address these problems, this paper proposes a guide filter-based gradient vector flow module for infrared image segmentation (GFGVF). First, a guide filter is exploited to construct a novel edge map, providing characteristics of the image edge while excluding the effects of noise. This alleviates the possibility of edge leakage caused by using the traditional edge map. Then, a novel weighting function is constructed to effectively handle the extended capture range and preserving the edge even with noise existing. The experimental results demonstrate that the GFGVF model possesses good properties such as large capture range, concavity convergence, noise robustness, and alleviative boundary leakage.